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“Base Camp” 
Necessary to 

Enable the 
Ascent
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Space AdministrationGateway 

Enables 
Exploration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like the base camp at Mount Everest, Gateway will be our astronauts’ staging point to reach the surface of the Moon.
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Lunar Transport 
System (Ascent, 
Descent, Transfer)

Orion/European
Service Module

Gateway is Essential for 2024 Landing

• Initial Gateway focuses on the minimum 
systems required to support a 2024 
human lunar landing while also 
supporting Phase 2

• Provides command center and
aggregation point for 2024 human landing

• Establishes strategic presence around 
the Moon – US in the leadership role

• Creates resilience and robustness 
in the lunar architecture

• Provides building block for the future, 
expanded capabilities on and around 
the Moon    

Gateway 
Phase One
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Logistics Mission Concept of Operations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The nominal Gateway Logistics Service mission includes three primary subsystems, 1) a module for delivering and storing pressurized and/or unpressurized cargo and payloads as well as trash, 2) a service module responsible for transporting the module from LEO, to the Gateway and, finally, to a disposal location and 3) a launch vehicle for delivering the spacecraft (module + service module) to LEO.  The nominal mission may be separated into eight major phases, separated by key milestones.  Furthermore, the mission phases are characterized as either a commercial service, where the logistics vehicle, systems and mission are under the complete responsibility of the commercial provider, or as a commercial visiting vehicle, where the logistics vehicle and systems become an Element of the Gateway and mission responsibility is shared between NASA and the commercial provider.  A brief description of each mission phase and key milestones are below.Commercial ServiceDesign, Development, Test & Evaluation: this phase includes the development and qualification/certification of new systems as well as the fabrication of the module, service module and launch vehicle for a specific mission.  This phase is nominally completed when the primary subsystems are delivered to the launch site. Launch Site Test & Integration: this phase includes the integration of payloads and cargo with the module, and the integration of the module, service module and launch vehicle at the launch site.  Test and evaluation for launch integration are also included.  This phase is nominally completed with the flight readiness review. Launch & Spacecraft Activation: this phase includes the launch and delivery into Low Earth Orbit by the launch vehicle, as well as the activation of the spacecraft.  This phase is nominally completed when the spacecraft delivery and activation are verified to be within required parameters. Transit: this phase includes the transportation of the spacecraft from LEO to the NRHO and into the vicinity of the Gateway.  This phase is nominally completed when the spacecraft is ready to rendezvous with the Gateway.  Commercial Visiting VehicleArrival: during this phase, the spacecraft becomes a visiting vehicle to the Gateway and, as such, becomes a part of the Gateway system.  This phase includes the automated rendezvous, proximity operations and docking (RPOD) maneuvers performed by the visiting vehicle, as well as any other maneuvers performed within the designated keep out zone of the Gateway.  This phase is nominally completed after docking is determined to be successful.  Docked: this phase includes the docked operations of the logistics module as part of the Gateway, during periods of both uncrewed and crewed operations.  During this phase, the logistics module continues to be owned and operated by the commercial provider; but as a part of the Gateway System.  Command and control of the module become a shared responsibility between Gateway and the commercial provider.  During this phase, the logistics module serves as a storage space for cargo and payloads, as well as a space for storage of accumulated trash.  This phase is nominally completed at the end of the docked phase of operations, when the logistics module is ready to undock from the Gateway.   Departure: during this phase, command and control are handed back over to the full responsibility of the commercial provider, and the logistics module undocks and departs the vicinity of the Gateway.  This phase may also include other maneuvers within the zone of Gateway influence, such as a fly-around maneuver.  This phase is nominally completed when the spacecraft exits the zone of influence of the Gateway.  Commercial ServiceDisposal: this phase marks the completion of the Gateway logistics mission.  This phase is nominally completed when the spacecraft is verified to be in a safe end-of-mission disposal orbit or other NASA-approved location for logistics mission end, which may involve the hand-over of mission responsibility for other government or commercial secondary mission(s).   
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Sustainable

Reusable

Extensible

Lean & Agile

Deep 
Space

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NASA’s Path to Moving Human Presence Into The Solar SystemBuild an infrastructure that will make deep space accessible to all Develop incremental capabilities during human lunar expeditions that will inform   � future missions, deeper into the solar system Expand our near-Earth economy to establish a sustainable presence in deep space, � as we are already doing in low-Earth orbit Provide initial backbone crew transportation system augmented with commercial transportation
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